The solution and linear estimation of 2-0 nearest-neighbor models (NNMs) 
I. INTRODUCTION
In two dimensions, a large class of physical processes can be described by nearest neighbor models (NNMs): When finite-difference methods are used to discretize linear 2-D partial differential equations of arbitrary type (hyperbolic, parabolic, or elliptic), and of any order, the resulting finitedifference approximation can usually be expressed in the form of a vector NNM. Consequently, it is not surprising that NNMs have been employed widely to model 2-D stochastic images [1]- [4] , particularlyfor image restoration and coding, as well as for the control and estimation of distributed parameter systems.
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by stochastic nearest-neighbor models over a rectangular domain, when local boundary conditions, which include as special cases periodic, Dirichlet, and Neumann conditions, are imposed on the domain boundaries. As NNMs have an acausal structure, we shall focus our attention on the NNM smoothing problem, because this problem is also acausal, in the sense that the measurements need not be produced according to a specific order in 2-D space. A system is said to be acausal if for an arbitrary partition of points in space between "past" and "future," future outputs are allowed to depend on both future and past inputs. Thus, both the class of 2-D estimation problems that we examine and the NNMs that are used to formulate these problems are completely acausal. This is in contrast with early attempts at deriving 2-D estimation algorithms, which mimicked the structure of I -D Kalman filters by introducing artificial 2-D causality concepts, such as quarter-plane or asymmetric half-plane causality (see the discussion appearing in [5, ch. 41) . On the other hand, because our goal is to obtain efficient estimation procedures, thealgorithms thatwedevelop for the NNM smoothing problem are recursive and are obtained by breakingdown noncausal processing steps into parts that are causal. As the original problem is noncausal, there is generally a large amount of flexibility in the choice of recursion directions for the algorithms that we propose and, consequently, causality appears as a computational artifice, not as a modeling assumption. The approach used here to formulate the NNM smoothing problem relies on the general results developed in [6]- [8] for the solution of estimation problems for boundaryvalue stochastic processes. From a historical point of view, I -D boundary-value systems and processes were first introduced by Krener [9] -[Ill in order to study the internal structure of acausal systems and to formulate the stochastic realization problem for non-Markov processes such as reciprocal processes. In [6] , [7] , a general solution technique was developed for the estimation of boundary-value stochastic processes in one or several dimensions. This approach is extremely general, and relies on the so-called method of complementary models introduced by Weinert and Desai [I21 for the study of the smoothing problem for I -D causal systems. Specifically, it is shown that given both an internal model and appropriate boundaryconditions for 0018-9219/90/0400-0627$01,00 0 1990 IEEE
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~~ a boundary-value process, the smoothed estimate satisfies a Hamiltonian system of twice the size, and therefore of twice the order, of the original model. The reason the size is doubled is that it is necessary to estimate not only the state of the internal model of interest, but also the state of the complementary model. This approach was used to study the smoothing problem forl-D continuous boundary-value processes in [8] , and for boundary-value I -D descriptor systems in [13] . Some rough results for the 2-D NNM smoothing problem were presented in [6, ch. 61 , and the present paper is in fact an improved version of this earlier work. Subsequently, the complementary model technique was also used by Riddle and Weinert [14] -[I61 to study the 2-D smoothing problem for the Helmholtz equation and for 2-D hyperbolic systems. Together with the present paper, these contributions illustrate the wide applicability of the boundary-value process smoothing solution proposed in [61, VI.
An interesting feature of the NNM smoother is that it is itself in NNM form.Thus, the class of NNM systems i s closed under the smoothing operation. This property is rather satisfactory, as it indicates that NNMs are "natural" models for the study of noncausal estimation problems. From a practical point of view, becausewe seek to develop efficient estimation algorithms, this implies that it is important to obtain efficient NNM solution techniques. The solution proposed in this paper consists in solving the 2-D model in I -D fashion by writing the 2-D NNM dynamics columnwise in the form of al-D boundary-value system of very large dimension. This I -D system has second-order dynamics, but can be rewritten as a I -D two-point boundary-value descriptor system (TPBVDS) of the type examined in 1171- [20] , for which a number of recursive solution techniques involving different concepts of causality can be employed. Under slightly more restrictive conditions, this I -D system can be decoupled into afamilyof low-order I -D subsystems by a fast-Fourier transform (FFT)-based transformation. This decoupling technique is an extension of a method used by Hockney[21] toobtain fast Poisson solvers, and later applied by lain and Angel [22] to a 2-D estimation problem.
In Section II, we describe 2-D NNMs, as well as the class of local boundary conditions that are used to specify the solution of these models. These conditions include as special cases periodic, Dirichlet, and Neumann boundary conditions. The transformation of a2-D NNM into a I-D TPBVDS isdiscussed in Section I l l , and ageneral solution technique is obtained for the transformed system. The FFT solver is presented in Section IV for the case where the NNM satisfies periodic boundary conditions, or has vertically symmetric dynamics with Dirichlet or Neumann conditions. The smoothing problem for stochastic 2-D NNMs is formulated in Section V, and the Hamiltonian system satisfied by the smoothed estimate i s described and shown to be in NNM form. Section VI discusses two examples of 2-D NNM smoothers, corresponding to the discretized 2-D Poisson and heat equations, respectively. It is shown that the FFT decoupling technique of Section IV is applicable to both of these examples.
II. 2-D NEAREST-NEIGHBOR MODELS
The 2-D nearest-neighbor models (NNMs) that will be considered in this paper are of the form x,,\ = A+-,,, + A2~1+1,/ + A~x,,,-I + A~X , , / + I + Bul,/
(1 1 z,,, = CXJ,/ (2) where the state x, input U, and output z are vectors of dimension n, m, and p respectively, and Ak with 1 I k I 4, B, and Care matricesof correspondingdimensions. Equation (1) indicates that the state at point (i, j ) is specified by U,,,, and by the states at points immediately to the left, to the right, above, and below point (i, j ) . This explains why (1) i s called a nearest-neighbor model. Models such as (I) and (2) 
where m = 1 + 2ahlk2, n = ah/k2 and b = h. This model can then be brought to NNM form by dividing both sides of (6) by m > 0. Equation (6) V4X(t, s) = u(t, s).
This equation can be decomposed as
Then, using the discretization (4) of the Laplacian, and denoting we obtain
which, after inversion of the matrix multiplying X,,, is ir. NNM form. d) Poisson equation with a crossover term: Vector NNMs can also arise if higher-order schemes are used to discretize second-order PDEs. Sometimes the use of a higher-order scheme is dictated by the structure of the PDE itself. Consider for example (IO) a2 a2 which is elliptic, provided that parameter a is such that Jal < 2. Then, when a first-order finite-difference discretization scheme is used to approximate the above equation, we obtain the following 9-point stencil model ( 1 2) which is now in NNM form. Note that even though the second-order PDE (IO) is scalar, the state Xi,i has dimension 3. This is due to the presence of the crossover term aa2x(t, s)/ atas in (IO) .
For simplicity, it will be assumed below that model (1) is defined over the rectangular domain 1 5 i I I -1, 1 I j I J -1. Then, in addition to model (I) , some boundaryconditions need to be specified. What constitutes a proper set of boundary conditions depends on the exact type of the partial difference operator (1) or the underlying PDE from which it comes. For example, if this operator is elliptic (noncausal), initial-value problems are ill posed. A general framework for specifying boundary conditions, which can accomodate operators of all types, and which can be used to model a wide class of PDE boundary conditions, consists in assuming that the boundary conditions on the edges of the rectangle 0 5 i 5 I, 0 5 j 5 J are local in the sense that they involve only neighboring points along the boundary. An exception is that some coupling is allowed between points on opposite sides of the rectangle, enabling us to model periodic boundary conditions. We consider, therefore, the following general form for NNM boundary conditions.
Horizontal conditions:
with 0 s j 5 J. The motivation for coupling points located on opposite edges of Q is that we want to be able to impose periodic boundary conditions. For example, if the horizontal condition (13a) takes the form 1.
the NNM system (1) can be viewed as being defined over a discretized cylinder with index set Q , = [I, I -I ] x [0, J ] .
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Then, after imposing periodic horizontal conditions, if we also select periodic vertical boundary conditions the NNM is now defined over a discretizedtorus, with index set QT = [I, I -I ] x [I, J -I] .
Another interesting subclass of boundary conditions (13) corresponds to the case when the boundary conditions on the left and right, and bottom and top edges of Q are separable, in the sense that independent boundary conditions are specified on each edge of Q . In this case, the boundary conditions (13) 
These boundary conditions reduce to Dirichlet conditions when mE = 0 and nE = 1 for E = L, R, 6, T, and to Neumann conditions when mE = 1 and nE = 0 for all values of index E. Then, a straightforward discretization yields and boundary conditions
After discretization, we find
In the above formulation, no boundary condition is specified on the right edge of Q . This is unsatisfactory, because our NNM formulation requires thatthere should be as many constraints as there are variables to be computed. The key step is to observe that, as the discretized equation (6) is causal with respect to time, the values of xI,/ on the right edge do not affect any of the other variables, and can therefore be assigned arbitrarily, so that the boundary condition on the right edge is assumed to have the form where dR,/ is arbitrary. c) Examine the Poisson equation (11) with a crossover term, and with Dirichlet boundary conditions obtained by setting mE = 0 and nE = 1 in (17). Then, a simple discretization of these conditions is not sufficient to specify the NNM boundary conditions, because, as was observed above, we must consider the vector NNM system (12). Furthermore, owing to the state augmentation procedure used to construct Xi,/, if the scalar discretized PDE (11) is defined over the domain [0, I ] x [0, J] , the domain of definition of NNM (12) is only [0, I ] x [I, J -I ] . Over this domain, the discretized Dirichlet boundary conditions for the scalar equation can be rewritten in the NNM form (16) as
Ill. SOLUTION OF BOUNDARY VALUE NEAREST-NEIGHBOR MODELS
In this section, a method for computing the solution of the boundary-value problem specified by the NNM dynamics (1) and boundary conditions (13) i s described. The method employed relies on a column stacking operation, whereby the variables xl,/ along the ith column of the rectangular domain Q are combined to form a large state vector xi.This procedure is used to transform the2-D NNM dynamics, as well as the boundary and corner conditions, into an equivalent I -D two-point boundary value system of very large size with second order dynamics. This I -D dynamical system is then formulated as a I -D two-point boundaryvalue descriptor system (TPBVDS) of the type studied in [171-[20] . Using a TPBVDS solution technique proposed in [17, app. B] and [13] , a recursive procedure is obtained for solving NNM models. It relieson decouplingtheTPBVDSdynamics into forward and backward stable filters with zero initial and final conditions, respectively. The true boundary conditions are then taken into account by adding a correction term to the solution obtained for zero boundary conditions.
A. Column Stacking and Well Posedness
This section established the notation that will be used in the remainder of this paper. As indicated above, the first step of our solution is to perform a column-stacking operation, where the state, input, and output vectors along the Here x,, uI, and z, have dimensions nu + I), mu -I), and pU + I), respectively. Note that x, and z, have two more block entries that U,, because x , ,~ and zl,/ are defined on the edges of the rectangular domain Q , whereas ul,/ is only defined in the interior. Then, by combining the NNM relations (1) for afixed value of i and 1 I j I / -1 with the vertical boundary conditions (13b) for the same value of i, we obtain the I -D dynamics (23) (24) where 0 denotes the Kronecker product of two matrices
[24], with
As the boundary matrices V,, V T , WE, and W, have size 2n
x n, it is easy to check that the matrices ak with k = 0, -, + are square and have dimension n u + 1). The relation (23) defines, therefore, a I -D system with second-order dynamics evolving over the interval [0, I ] and driven by inputs n, which are expressed in terms of the inputs U , , / of the NNM and of the boundary vector dv,l associated with the vertical conditions on the bottom and top edges of rectangle Q.
By considering also the horizontal NNM boundary condition (13a) on the left and right edges of Q, we obtain the boundary condition
for system (23), where
and
Noting again that the boundary matrices V,, VR and WL, WT have size 2n x n, it is easy to check that rL, rR, AL, and AR have size 2(/ + l ) n x (1 + l)n, and that vector dH has dimension 2g + 1)n. Thus, the boundary conditions (26) and dynamics (23) define a boundary value system over [0, I] , where the number of constraints imposed by (23) and (26) equals the total number of variables that need to be computed, namely vectors x, for 0 5 i I 1. One possible method of solving this system consists in combining all the equationsthat defineit intoasinglematrixequationofverylarge dimension of the form
. . . (13). Note that the concept of well-posedness is used here in a mathematical sense, where we require only that the matrix equation (28a) admit a unique solution. By contrast, for numerical well-posedness (in order to guarantee that the solution of (28a) does not change significantly for small perturbations of the matrix E), C would need to have a low condition number [25, p. 27 . By using an argument similar to the one appearing in Theorem 1 of [26] , it is also easy to check that the invertibility of E implies that the second-order dynamics (23) must be regular. Thus, the determinant of the polynomial matrix 9(z) = 9+z* + #?.,z + #?- (30) is not identically zero for all z.
In practice, the matrix E has such a huge dimension that it is neither possible nor desirable to invert it directly. In the special case when E is obtained by discretizing an elliptic PDE, iterative inversion methods, such as the successive overrelaxation (SOR) [27, preconditioned conjugate gradient [25, ch.10Ilor multigrid[28] methodscan beemployed to solve (28a). Although these solution techniques are limited in scope, they are usually more efficient than thetotally general solution technique described below, which applies to NNM operators of all types.
B. Stable Two-Filter Solution
Thegeneral solution technique that we propose relieson transforming the I -D dynamics (23) in such away that stable forward and backward recursions can be used to compute x,. In some sense, this method falls within the class of marching methods [29] , [30] . Marching methods were originally developed when itwas realized that, by column stacking, noncausal 2-D models such as (1) could be transformed into I -D dynamical systems such as (23) . Then, in the special case when 9, is invertible, (23) can be expressed as
which is now a causal system that can be used to compute x, recursively, provided that the boundary condition (26) is properly taken into account. In addition to requiring that either 9+ or #?-be invertible, one major drawback of the naive approach described above is that there is no guarantee that the causal system (31) is stable. An important criticism of marching methods, at least in this simplistic form, has therefore been that they are numerically unstable, and are not appropriate for solving NNMs on large lattices. The solution presented here can be viewed as a stabilized marching method, where instead of attempting to propagate the whole system (23) in the forward (or backward) direction, we break it into smaller parts, which are stable when propagated in their respective forward and backward directions.
Instead of considering directly the second-order system (23), we transform it into a TPBVDS of the type examined in [17]-[20] . To do so, consider the augmented state Then, the dynamics (23) and (24) 
and uLql + uRql = dH respectively, where
The relations (33)-(36) define a TPBVDS over the interval [I, I ] . This system has first-order dynamics, and it is easy to check that (37) where 9(z) is the second-order matrix polynomial defined in (30), so that no new dynamics have been introduced by going from (23) to (33). Owing to the simple nature of the augmentation procedure(32), wecan alsoconcludethatthe TPBVDS (33)- (36) is well posed over the interval [I, I ] if and only if the second-order system (23) with boundary condition (26) is well posed over [0, I], which in turn was shown to be equivalent to the well-posedness of the original NNM system. It has been shown [ I 7 that an arbitrary TPBVDS of the form (33), (35) is well posed if and only if the matrix
is invertible. The invertibility of S in (38) can therefore be used to characterize the well-posedness of the NNM (I),
. As the size of this matrix is "only" 2 ( j + l)n, the invertibility of S is much easier to test than that of the matrix E which was used to characterize NNM well-posedness in (28a). At this point, the NNM problem has been reduced to the solutionofaTPBVDSoverafinite interval.Thesystem structure of TPBVDSs was studied in detail in [17-[20] , and several solution techniques were proposed in [17, app. B] and [13] . As mentioned previously, the solution described here relies on breaking the descriptor dynamics (33) into smaller parts that arecausal and stable in the forward and backward directions, respectively. Specifically, because the NNM that we consider is assumed to be well posed, the matrix pencil 
Note that although the forward and backward dynamics (42a) and (42b) for q f and qb are decoupled, the boundary conditions remain coupled, so that q f and qb cannot be computed separately. Let q: , , and q:,, be the solutions of (42a) and (42b) From a practical point of view, the solution technique described above consists in propagating the forward and backward filters (42a) and (42b) for q: , , and q; , , , and then combining the resulting values with the boundary condition (43) to obtain qf,, and qb,, via (48). The most computationally demanding part of this algorithm is the computation of q?,, and q:,,.
TheaboveTPBVDS solution is SimilartotheMayne-Fraser [33],[34] two-filter formula forthe I-Dfixed-interval smoothing problem. Although it may seem that there is little relation between the fixed-interval smoothing problem for discrete-time causal systems and the solution of TPBVDSs, it turns out that the I -D discrete-time smoother can be expressed as a TPBVDS (see 16, section 5.3]), which expains why the same solution technique can be used for these two problems.
The TPBVDS solution described here is not the only one that can bedeveloped. In [ l q a n alternative solution method is proposed that relies on stable recursions propagating inwards and outwards with respect to the center of the interval where the TPBVDS is defined. This choice is a manifestation of the fact that, because causality appears here only as a computational device, we are not restricted to process the 2-D NNM data in any particular order.
IV. FFT SOLVER
One drawback of the NNM solution described above i s that the vectors x, obtained by column stacking have very large size. The matrices E and F appearing in the TPBVDS (33)-(36) have size 2(/ + l ) n , and therefore the matrices Ff and Fb obtained by pencil decomposition have a very large dimension. In addition, even if E and Fare sparse, there is no guarantee that Ff and Fb will also be sparse, so that the forwards and backwards recursions (42) require in general a large amount of computation. In this section, we consider several special cases where some additional structure is present, which can be exploited to obtain fast NNM solvers. Specifically, we consider the cases where a) the NNM is defined over adiscretized cylinder, and b) the NNM dynamics (1) satisfy the symmetry condition A3 = Ad, and the boundary conditions on the bottom and top edges are either of Dirichlet or Neumann type. For these cases, the FFT or the discrete sine and cosine transforms (DST, DCT) can be used to transform the high-order TPBVDS obtained in (33)-(35) into decoupled low-order I -D TPBVDSs, which can be solved in parallel. As fast algorithms can be used to implementthe FFT, DSTand DCTand their inverses, this solution technique is very efficient. It is worth noting that the use of the FFT was first proposed by Hockney [21] to obtain a fast Poisson solver. The FFT was later employed by lain and Angel [22] (see also lain [35] ) to obtain an efficient solution fora2-Destimation problem expressed in termsof the Poisson equation, and it was used in [14]-[I61 to get fast smoothing algorithms for hyperbolic PDE models. The fast NNM solver described here can beviewed as an extension of these earlier results.
A. NNM Over a Discretized Cylinder conditions (14a) are periodic
In the first case, it is assumed that the vertical boundary in which case the domain Q corresponds to a discretized cylinder. Then, it is easy to check that the components x , ,~ and x,,, need not be included in the stacked vector x,, whose dimension is therefore only n() -I), and in (23), we can identify
where Z, is the (/ -1) x () -1) circular shift matrix
The special structure of the I -D system specified by (23), (26), (27), and (50) can be exploited by performing a state transformation on x, which decouples this system into / -1 subsystems of dimension n. To do so, let D be the (1 -1) x (1 -1) (54b) where U , and 6 are also partitioned into into vector entries U,,/ and 6, . Using the transformation (54), and taking into account (50), (53), as well as the Kronecker product identities
the I-D system (23), (26) 
where 1 
The dynamics (56) and boundary conditions (57) have exactly the same structure as the second-order boundary value system (23), (26). This system can therefore be expressed in TPBVDS form and solved by the two-filter solution technique of Section 111. Theadvantageof this approach is that the decoupled systems (56), (57) have size n, whereas the system (23), (26) has dimension (1 + 1)n. Thus, the total numberof operations required to solvethefamilyof decoupled systems (56), (57) is O(/]), whereas the complexity of the algorithm presented in Section Ill is O(/]'). In fact, the most computationally demanding step of the fast NNM solver described above is not the solution of subsystems (56) (54) must be performed for every value of i, the complexity of the fast NNM solver described above i s O(/) log ]).
Vertically Symmetric NNMs
NNMs defined over a discretized cylinder are not the only ones that give rise to fast solvers. When the NNM dynamics (1) have the vertical symmetry A, = A4 (which is the case for the Poisson and heat equations, as well as the biharmonic equation described in Section II), and when the boundary conditions on the bottom and top edges are of Dirichlet or Neumann type, it is possible to obtain fast solvers.
We consider first the case of Dirichlet conditions. In this case, we have X,,O = d~, , XI,/ = d , , (59) sothat it isnot necessaryto includexl,oandxf,,inthestacked vector x, introduced in (32a). This vector has therefore dimension n(/ -1). With thisobservation,thedynamics (23) take the form where n, is given by (60b), then the I -D system (23), (261, whose dynamics and boundary matrices are specified respectively by (60a) and (27) where 1 I j I J -1. These subsystems can be written in TPBVDS form and solved in parallel. Furthermore, the FFT can be used to implement the discrete sine transform S, so that the complexity of the resulting fast NNM solver is identical to that of Section IV-A.
Consider now the case where the NNM is such that A, = Ad, but where the boundary conditions on the bottom and top edges are now Neurnann conditions, that is (66) for 1 with 1 5 I S 1 -1. The matrix K is orthonormal, that is, K K J = K J K = I , and it diagonalizes II, so that
with Consequently, if K plays the same role as D and S in the state, input and boundary vector transformations considered earlier in this section, the I -D system (23), (26) with dynamics and boundary matrices given by (60) and (27) is transformed into ) -1 decoupled subsystems specified by (65), where the only difference is that the eigenvalues A, appearing in these systems are now given by (69b). These subsystems can be solved in parallel, and as the FFTcan also be used to implementthe DCT, thecomplexityof the resulting algorithm is O(/) log )).
V. NNM SMOOTHER
In this section we examine the smoothing problem for 2-D random fields described by a NNM driven by white Gaussian noise. Note that as NNMs are intrinsically acausal, the only linear estimation problem that preserves the acausality of the system formulation is the smoothing problem.
Given noisy NNM observations over the rectangle Q , the general approach developed in [6], [7] for estimating boundary value processes is used to show that the smoother dynamics and boundary conditions are themselves in the form of a NNM of twice the size of the original NNM. Thus the class of NNMs, unlike say the class of I -D causal systems, is closed under the smoothing operation. A consequence of this observation is that the two-filter solution techniques described in Sections Ill and IV can be used to compute the NNM smoothed estimate.
A. Operator Characterization of the NNM Smoother
The NNM smoothing problem can be described as follows. First, assume that the input sequence uf,, driving the NNM (1) is a zero-mean white Gaussian noise sequence definedovertheinteriorfi = [I,/ -I ] x [I,) -l ] o f rectangle Q , and with intensity E[U,,,U{~I = Q&,k6,,.
The boundary vectors dH,, and d , , appearing in boundary conditions (13) are also assumed to be zero-mean white Gaussian noise sequences that are mutually uncorrelated, as well as uncorrelated with the noise ul,/ and with intensities E[d~,,dL,sl = U H~, , Etdv,,dC,kl = nv&.
Given the definitions of the inputs and boundary vectors above, the state x l , / of NNM (1) is a zero-mean 2-D Gaussian random field. We are given some noisy observations
of this field over the interior domain 6. Here rf,/ is a zeromean white Gaussian noise sequence uncorrelated with the driving noise uf,/ and the boundary and corner vectors, and with intensity where R > 0. In addition to the above interior measurements, we may also be given some boundary measurementsthat haveastructure similartothe boundaryand corner conditions described in Section I I
In the above measurements, f H , / and rV,, are assumed to be zero-mean white Gaussian noises, which are mutually uncorrelated, and uncorrelated with U , r, and the boundary vectors, and with intensity
The motivation for considering boundary observations that have a form different from the interior observations is that (74) can be used to model the case where we observe the discretized normal derivative of a PDE along the boundary of a domain. For example, when the normal derivative is observed along the left and right edges of Q, if h is the discretization mesh, the measurements can be expressed as where rL,/ and f R , , are uncorrelated white Gaussian noises. These boundary measurements clearly correspond to a special case of (74a). An example of this type appears in the inverse resistivity problem considered in [36] , where a potential distribution is imposed on the boundaryof a resis-tive medium, and the resulting current density, which is proportional to the normal derivative of the potential, is measured on the boundary. of boundary value processes. However, because these results are expressed in abstract operator form, our first step will be to rewrite the NNM (I), (13) and observations (72) and (74) in operator form. In this framework, the NNM dynamics (1) take the form
where, if D, and D2 denote, respectively, the backward horizontal and vertical shift operators
we have
Note that in (78) 
where the matrices FE, r T , AB, and A' have size 2(1 -1)n x (I -1)n and the vector dv has dimension 2(1 -1)n. Finally, the vector db given by (84c) is a zero-mean Gaussian vector with variance
A minor technical issue connected with the definition (83) of boundaryvector xb is that several entries, namelyx,,,, x~,~, Xb. For example x , ,~ is the first entry of x1 in xL as well as the first entry of x; in xB. The objective of this rather odd definition is to make sure that the smoother boundary conditions (91) below provide enough constraints to specifythe smoother completely, and in particular at the four corners of domain 0. A consequence of this choice, however, i s that constraints have to be added that force the duplicate entries to be the same. As this is primarily a bookkeeping operation, these constraints are only taken into account implicitly.
Similarly, the interior and boundary observations (72) and (74) Again, becauseof the specific scanning schemeemployed in the definition of k b and Ab, both of these vectors contain duplicate entries, which must be constrained to be the same. This i s only an artifact of the mathematical derivation employed to obtain the smoother (91), and all boundaryvalue duplications can be removed in subsequent uses of the smoother. 
where (96) is almost in NNM form. This relation can be brought to NNM form by noting that a0 is invertible with where
This yields
B. NNM Characterization of the Smoother
As such, the operator characterization (go), (91) describes completely the NNM smoother. However, this characterization can be made more explicit by noting that for the Green's identity (92), it can be shown that Similarly, by using (94, (95) and taking into account the structure (84b), (88c) of boundary matrices V and H, the boundary conditions (91) for the NNM smoother can be rewritten more explicitly as
VI. SMOOTHING EXAMPLES
In this section, the results of the previous sections are applied to implement the NNM smoother for two examples, corresponding to the discretized stochastic Poisson and heat equations, respectively. In particular, it is shown that the FFT solver developed in Section IV can be used to implement the NNM smoother for both of these examples. 
G:
But these boundary conditions are precisely in the form (13)! Thus, the NNM solution techniques developed in Sections Ill and IVaredirectlyapplicabletothe NNM smoother (99), (loo), because the smoother itself is in NNM form. The fact that the class of NNM models is invariant under the smoothing operation is also quite satisfying, as it indicates that these models are perfectly adapted to the study of noncausal estimation problems.
C. Smoothing Error Dynamics
x -2 admits the operator characterization 
A. 2-0 Poisson Equation
The dynamics of the process to be estimated are given by x;,j = :(xj-I,j + x;+l,/ + x;,j-l + x;,j+i) + ul,j (104) where the variance of the white Gaussian noise process uI,/ is q. The boundary conditions are in Dirichlet form
in ( 
Substitutingthesevalues insideexpression (96) forthe NNM smoother, we find
Taking also into account the form of the boundary conditionsand observations (107) 
As the NNM smoother dynamics are vertically symmetric and the boundary conditions are in Dirichlet form, the FFT solver described in Section IV-B can be used to solve (log), These subsystems can then be written in TPBVDS form and solved by decomposing the TPBVDS model into forward and backward stable components. By observing that the modescrof the system (112)arethezerosof thedeterminant of the matrix (114) where w = U + U-', it is clear that if U is a mode, so is U-', so that in theTPBVDS decomposition, there will be two forward stable and two backward stable modes. Unfortunately, even for this simple example, the TPBVDS decomposition cannot be computed in closed form.
B. Discretized Heat Equation
Consider now the discrete heat equation
where the variance of noise ul,/ i s q. Assume also that the boundary conditions, interior observations, and boundary observations are the same as for the previous example. Then, the NNM smoother takes the form and the boundary conditions are given by (110a) and with &,, free. This last feature just corresponds to the fact that the fi dynamics are anticausal in the i direction, so that the values of AI,/ with i 2 1 are not affected by io,/. Again, the NNM smoother dynamics (116) 
Thus, in this particular case, no state augmentation is necessary to bring the transformed smoother to TPBVDS form, because the heat equation is causal in the i direction. Thus, if we apply the DST transform to vertical index j in equation (115), the coupling with respect to the j variable is eliminated, and weobtain a standard causal I -D system, for which the smoother is the standard I -D smoother, given here by (119). This implies that the usual Riccati equations for the forward and backward filtered and predicted error variances can be used to decouple the dynamics (119) (see [8] , and [6, section 5.3.21 for a description of the decoupling transformation), yielding the standard , [34] two-filter implementation of the I -D smoother.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
A general smoothing method has been obtained for 2-D random fields described by 2-D NNMs with local boundary conditions. This smoothing procedure relies on a general approach to the formulation of noncausal estimation problems developed in [6], [7] . In this approach, both the state of the system and of i t s complementary model need to be estimated, and accordingly, the smoother is described by a Hamiltonian system of twice the dimension of theoriginal system. For the NNM case, it turns out that the Hamiltonian is itself in NNM form, with local boundaryconditionsof the type to specify the class of NNM systems. This property indicates that NNMs capture well the intrinsic noncausality associated with estimation problems in several dimensions.
One of the main themes of this paper is that straightfoward attempts at extending I -D Kalman filtering techniques to several dimensions are misguided, because random fields in several dimensions are usually not generated causally, and multidimensional random observations are often not obtained sequentially, but all at one time. This implies that noncausal random field models, such as NNMs, and smoothing problems provide the most natural ways to formulate multidimensional estimation problems. In other words, a purelynoncausal formulation of multidimensional estimation problems should be employed. However, it is still possible to reintroduce recursiveness at the algorithmic level in order to obtain fast estimation techniques. As causality is in this case a computational device, many different types of recursions are possible, reflecting the great amount of latitudewe have in processingtheavailable data.
An important limitation of the results presented here i s that we have assumed that the domain of definition of the 2-D NNMs under consideration was rectangular. For practical applications, random fields are usually defined over irregular domains, so that at first sight the results developed here have a limited applicability. However, this impression i s incorrect, because recently developed domain decomposition techniques for PDEs [38] make it possible to divide an irregular domain in rectangular subdomains, and then to solve the original problem over each subdomain separately, while handling the coupling between subdomains with a preconditioned conjugate gradient algorithm. This approach would lead here to a parallel implementation of 2-D NNM estimation algorithms, were observations over different subdomains could be processed in parallel, and then combined to obtain an overall estimate. In addition to being parallel, this approach also makes it possible, provided that the conditions of Section IV are satisfied, to use FFT solvers over the rectangular subdomains, as shown in [39]. The application of domain decomposition techniques to NNM estimation problems seems therefore to be a promising area for future research.
